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Future Simple vs Future 
Continuous Test
Write the verbs in brackets in the Future Simple or Future Continuous

1. We ____ "Skaynort". (not to buy)

2. You ____ your chocolate milk from a standard straw. (to drink)

3. I really hope also they ____ closely with other countries on this because we will 
need to have a global boost. (to work)

4. What ____ on? (to work)

5. Then they ____ their shift wearing medical-grade protective masks. (to work)

6. He's under 60 years old and he ____ his body is strong and he will fight this. (to find)

7. The cold front ____ a drier airmass, which means precipitation chances will be very 
slim. (to enter)

8. Enforcement of the current 1-2 hour time limits on residential streets ____. (to relax)

9. During this time we ____ time to thank our hospitals, doctors, nurses and all medical 
professionals for their care. (to take)

10. In the midst of a crisis you ____ resolve by listening to pundits.

11. Coronavirus cases in Japan may not peak for another month, so the markets ____ 
that now it's Japan's turn. (to think)

12. They ____ at the front of the plane in first class on the outbound journey. (to sit)

13. We ____ more next week about work in this area. (to say)

14. Those who come after us ____ that the Britons of this generation were as strong as 
any. (to say)
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Answers to the future simple vs future continuous 
test

1. will not buy

2. will be drinking

3. will be working

4. will they be working

5. will work

6. will find

7. will be entering

8. will be relaxing

9. will be taking

10. will not find

11. will think

12. will be sitting

13. will be saying

14. will say
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